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Abstract. This paper argues that it is important to study issues concerning trust
and reliance when developing systems that are intended to augment cognition.
Operators often under-rely on the help of a support system that provides advice
or that performs certain cognitive tasks autonomously. The decision to rely on
support seems to be largely determined by the notion of relative trust. However,
this decision to rely on support is not always appropriate, especially when support
systems are not perfectly reliable. Because the operator’s reliability estimations
are typically imperfectly aligned or calibrated with the support system’s true capabilities, we propose that the aid makes an estimation of the extent of this calibration (under different circumstances) and intervenes accordingly. This system
is intended to improve overall performance of the operator-support system as a
whole. The possibilities in terms of application of these ideas are explored and an
implementation of this concept in an abstract task environment has been used as
a case study.
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Introduction

One of the main challenges of the Augmented Cognition Community is to explore and
identify the limitations of human cognitive capabilities and try to let technology seemlessly adapt to them. This paper focuses on augmenting human cognitive capabilities
concerning reliance decision making.
Operators often under-rely on the help of a support system that provides advice or
that performs certain cognitive tasks autonomously. The decision to rely on support
seems to be largely determined by the notion of relative trust. It is commonly believed
that when trust in the support system is higher than trust in own performance, operators tend to rely on the system. However, this decision to rely on help is not always
appropriate, especially when support systems are not perfectly reliable. One problem is
that the reliability of support systems is often under-estimated, increasing the probability that support is rejected. Because the operator’s reliability estimations are typically
imperfectly aligned or calibrated with true capabilities, we propose that the aid makes
an estimation of the extent of this calibration (under different circumstances) and intervenes accordingly. In other words, we study a system that assesses whether human

decisions to rely on support are made appropriately. This system is intended to improve
overall performance of the operator-support system as a whole.
We study a system in which there is an operator charged with making decisions,
while being supported by an automated decision support system. As mentioned above,
the aim is to make the operator-support system as a whole operate as effectively as
possible. This is done by letting the system automatically assess its trust in the operator
and in itself, and adapt or adjust aspects of the support based on this trust. This requires
models of trust, including a way of updating trust based on interaction data, as well as
a means for adapting the type of support.
In this study, trust is defined as the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals, possibly the agent itself, in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability [1]. Trust can refer to the advice of another agent or to one’s own judgment.
Trust, like the feelings and perceptions on which it is based, is a covert or psychological state that can be assessed through subjective ratings. To assess trust, some studies
have used scales of trust (e.g., [2]) and some studies have used scales of perceived reliability (e.g., [3]). The latter is used because no operator intervention is needed. We
distinguish trust from the decision to depend on advice, the act of relying on advice,
and the appropriateness of relying on advice [4, 5].
As a first implementation of this closed-loop adaptive decision support system, the
operator-system task described in [6] has been extended.4 This architecture instantiation
leads to an overview of the lessons learned and new insights for further development
of adaptive systems based on automated trust assessment. The present paper discusses
some key concepts for improving the development of systems that are intended to augment cognition. The focus is on improving reliance on support.
In Section 2 an overview is given of the theoretical background of reliance decision
making support systems and its relevance to the Augmented Cognition Community. In
Section 3 the conceptual design of a reliance decision making support system is given.
In Section 4 an instantiation of this design is described and evaluated. We end with
some conclusions and future research.
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Theoretical Background

The goal of augmented cognition is to extend the performance of human-machine systems via development and usage of computational technologies. Adaptive automation
may be used to augment cognition. Adaptive automation refers to a machine capable
of dynamic reallocation of task responsibility between human and machine. Reallocation can be triggered by changes in task performance, task demands, or assessments of
workload. The goal of adaptive automation is to make human-machine systems more
resilient by dynamically engaging humans and machines in cognitive tasks. Engaging
humans more in tasks may solve out-of-the-loop performance problems, such as problems with complacency, situation awareness, and skills-degradation. This may be useful
in situations of underload. Engaging machines more in tasks may solve performance
degradation when the demand for speed or attention exceeds the human ability. This
may be useful in situations of overload.
4

A description and analysis of this system will be published in another paper in preparation.

It should be noted that the potential benefits of adaptive automation turn into risks
when the system wrongly concludes that support is or is not needed, or when the timing or kind of support is wrong [7]. For the adaptive system there may be problems
with the real-time acquisition of data about the subject’s cognition, with determining
whether actual or anticipated performance degradations are problematic, and with deciding whether, when, and in what way activities need to be reallocated between human
and machine. When the adaptive system is not reliable we create rather than solve problems: unwanted interruptions and automation surprises may disrupt performance and
may lead to frustration, distrust, and disuse of the adaptive system [8]. In this paper
we focus on computational methods that can be used to adjust the degree in which the
machine intervenes.
When machine decisions about task reallocation are not reliable under all conditions
the human operator should somehow be involved. One way is to make the reasoning
of adaptive automation observable and adjustable for the operator. Understanding the
machine’s reasoning would enable her to give the system more or less room for intervention. Another and more ambitious way to cope with unreliable adaptive automation
is by having a machine adjust its level of support based on a real-time model of trust
in human reliance decision making capabilities. In this case it is the machine which
adjusts the level of support it provides. The idea is adjusting the level of support to a
level that is sufficiently reliable for the user, that problems with frustration, distrust and
disuse of the adaptive system are reduced.
A rational decision maker accepts support of an adaptive system when this would
increase the probability of goal achievement and reject this support when it would decrease goal achievement. We rely more on support when we believe that it is thought
to be highly accurate or when we are not confident about our own performance. People
seem to use a notion of relative trust to decide whether to seek or accept support [9–
11]. We also rely more on support when the decision of the system to provide support
corresponds to our own assessment. The performance of an adaptive support system
has to be trusted more than our own performance as well as be appropriately timed. In
making a decision to accept support, users are thought to take the reliability of past performance into account. This decision to accept support is not based on a perception of
actual reliability, but on how this is perceived and interpreted. Unfortunately, research
has shown that trust and perceptions of reliability may be imperfectly calibrated: the reliability of decision support is under-estimated [3, 6]. This could lead to under-reliance
on systems that provide adaptive support. In this paper we argue that, because of this
human bias to under-rely on support, reliance decision support designs are needed that
have the following properties:
Feedback They should provide feedback about the reliability of past human and machine performance. This would allow humans to better calibrate their trust in their
own performance and that of the machine, and support them to appropriately adjust
the level of autonomy of adaptive support.
Reliance They should generate a machine’s decision whom to rely on. Humans could
use this recommendation to make a better reliance decision. This decision could
also be used by the machine itself to adjust its level of autonomy.

Meta-reliance They should generate a machine’s decision whom to rely on concerning reliance decisions. This decision could combine and integrate the best reliance
decision making capabilities of both human and machine. This could also be used
by the machine itself to adjust its level of autonomy.
In the following sections we show how the above three functions could be realized by a
system that automatically assesses trust in real-time.
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Conceptual Design of Reliance Decision Support

In this section the three properties mentioned above are described in more detail, in
terms of three increasingly elaborate conceptual designs of reliance decision support.
First we abstract away from possible application domains in order to come to a generic
solution. The designs presented in this section are applicable if the following conditions
are satisfied:
– The application involves a human-machine cooperative setting concerning a complex task, where it is not trivial to determine whether the machine or the human
has better performance. In other words, in order to perform the task at hand, it is
important to take both the human’s and the machine’s opinion into account.
– Both the human operator and the automated aid are able to generate solutions to
the problems in the application at hand. In other words, both are in principle able
to do the job and both solutions are substitutable, but not necessarily generated in
a similar way and of the same quality.
– Some sort of feedback is available in order for both machine and human to be able
to estimate their respective performances and generate trust accordingly. In other
words, there is enough information for reliance decision making.
In many cases, if for a certain task the above conditions do not hold (e.g., the operator’s
solution to a problem is not directly comparable to the aid’s solution, or no immediate
feedback is available), then for important subtasks of the task they generally still hold.
One could say that for all automated support systems the aid supports the operator on a scale from a mere advice being asked by the user, to complete autonomous
actions performed and initiated by the aid itself. More specifically, for reliance decision making support, this scale runs from receiving advice about a reliance decision,
to the reliance decision being made by the aid itself. In a human-machine cooperative
setting, a reliance decision is made when either the aid or the operator decides to rely
on either self or other. In the designs presented below the terms human advice and machine advice refer to the decision made for a specific task. The terms human reliance
and machine reliance refer to the reliance decisions made by the human and the machine, respectively, i.e., the advice (task decision) by the agent relied upon. Finally, the
term machine meta-reliance refers to the decision of the machine whether to rely on the
human or the machine with respect to their reliance capabilities.
3.1

Feedback

Agreement or disagreement between human and machine concerning their advice can
be used as a cue for the reliability of a decision. In case of agreement it is likely that

(the decision based on) the corresponding advice is correct. In case of disagreement, on
the other hand, at least one of the advices is incorrect. To decide which advice to rely
on in this case, the operator has to have an accurate perception of her own and the aid’s
reliability in giving advice. The machine could provide feedback about these reliabilities, for instance by communicating past human and machine advice performance. This
would allow humans to better calibrate their trust in their own performance and that of
the machine, and support them to adjust the machine’s level of autonomy. In Figure 1
the conceptual design of machine feedback is shown.
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Fig. 1. Both human and machine generate an advice on which the human’s reliance decision
is based. The machine provides feedback, for instance about the reliability of past human and
machine performance. This allows humans to better calibrate their trust.

3.2

Reliance

Unfortunately, by comparing advice, one introduces an extra cognitive task: making a
reliance decision. In this particular design the machine augments the cognitive function of reliance decision making, resulting in a decrease of the operator’s workload.
This can be in the form of a recommendation, or the reliance decision can be made
autonomously by the machine, without any intervention by the human operator. The
machine or human could adjust the machine’s level of autonomy in that sense. Additionally, the human could provide feedback in order to improve the machine’s decision.
For instance, the human can monitor the machine in its reliance decision making process and possibly veto in certain unacceptable situations. In Figure 2 the conceptual
design of such machine reliance is shown.
3.3

Meta-reliance

Since in some situations humans make better reliance decisions, and in others machines
do, reliance decision making completely done by the machine does not result in an
optimal effect. Therefore, it may be desirable to let the machine decide whom to rely
on concerning making reliance decisions. We called this process meta-reliance decision
making and it combines the best reliance decision making capabilities of both human
and machine. If the machine’s meta-reliance decision determines that the machine itself
should be relied upon, the machine would have a high level of autonomy, and otherwise
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Fig. 2. The machine generates a reliance decision. In this particular design the machine augments
the cognitive function of reliance decision making. Both human and machine generate an advice
on which the machine’s reliance decision is based. It is possible that the human gives additional
feedback.

a lower one. Hence the machine is capable of adapting its own autonomy. In Figure 3
the conceptual design of machine meta-reliance is shown.
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Fig. 3. The machine generates a meta-reliance decision. It combines the best reliance decision
making capabilities of both human and machine. Both the human and the machine generate advices and reliance decisions, on the latter of which the machine’s meta-reliance decision is based.
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Implementation and Evaluation

In this section we describe a proof-of-concept for the ideas presented above. In previous
work [6], a collaborative operator-aid system was used in laboratory experiments to
study human operators’ reliance decision making. None of the additions described in
Sec. 3 were employed, the setting was essentially that described in Sec. 3.1, without

the aid’s feedback. We have now extended the aid’s design to provide the reliance and
meta-reliance properties, and simulated the extended system’s performance, compared
to the results from the laboratory experiments. Below, we first describe the original and
the extended task, and then the corresponding extensions in the aid’s design. Finally,
we present the improvements in system performance resulting from these additions.
4.1

The Task

For the experiment described in [6], participants read a story about a software company
interested in evaluating the performance of their adaptive software before applying it
to more complex tasks on naval ships. The story pointed out that the level of reliability
between software and human performance was comparable and around 70%. Participants were asked to perform a pattern recognition task with advice of a decision aid
and were instructed to maximize the number of correct answers by relying on their own
predictions as well as the advice of the decision aid. The interface the participants were
presented with is presented in the first 3 and the 6th rows of Figure 4. The task consitutes

Fig. 4. An example interaction between the operator and the automated decision aid. The rows
represent the different phases of the operator-aid task. For the current research, phases 4 and 5
were added to the task environment described in [6].

making a choice between 3 alternatives, as shown in each of the rows in the interface.
In phase 1 the operator chooses, based on her own personal estimation of the pattern to
be recognized. Then in phase 2 the machine chooses, with a pre-fixed average accuracy
of 70%. Finally, in phase 3, the operator makes a reliance decision, by selecting the
answer given in the first 2 phases by the agent she chooses to rely on. (The operator is
free to choose a different answer altogether, but this happened only rarely in the experiments.) The last action of each trial consists of the feedback given by the system about
which action was the correct one (phase 6), the corresponding button colored green if
the operator’s reliance decision was correct, and red if it was incorrect.

In order to support the operator in making reliance decisions the above operatoraid task was extended by adding 2 phases representing the aid’s reliance (Sec. 3.2)
and meta-reliance (Sec. 3.3) decisions. The next section details the aid’s design in this
respect.
4.2

Design of the Aid

In the original experiments, the aid did nothing more than provide an advice to the
human operator. The enhancements to the aid’s design were intended to provide the
properties Reliance and Meta-reliance discussed in Section 3, to allow improvement
upon the operator’s Reliance Decision Making (RDM) in the form of Reliance Decision
Making of the Machine (RDMM) and Meta-Reliance Decision Making of the Machine
(Meta-RDMM).
Both RDMM and Meta-RDMM are based on a generic trust model [4] that allows
the aid to estimate the operator’s and the aid’s abilities to make advice (task-related,
prediction) and reliance decisions. The RDMM module makes the decision in phase 4
in Figure 4 (‘Reliance Aid’), based on a comparison of the aid’s trust in the operator’s
and the aid’s own prediction abilities (phases 1 and 2). Like the operator in phase 3,
the aid proposes in phase 4 the answer given in phases 1 and 2 by the agent it trusts
most hightly, where trust refers to prediction capability. In case of disagreeing reliance
decisions in phases 3 and 4, the aid chooses among the operator and the aid in phase 5,
this time based on a comparison of its trust in the two agents’ reliance decision making
capabilities.
As mentioned above, the same basic trust model is used for both estimates (prediction and reliance decision making capabilities). Essentially, the respective abilities are modeled as random variables 0 ≤ θax ≤ 1, which are interpreted as the
probabilities of each of the agents a ∈ {operator, aid} making the correct decision
x ∈ {prediction, reliance}. The aid uses Beta probability density functions (pdfs) over
each of these 4 random variables to model its belief in each of the values of θ ∈ [0, 1]
being the correct one. Based on the feedback obtained in phase 6, each of the answers
given in phases 1 through 4 can be classified as ‘success’ or ‘failure’ depending on
whether the operator and the aid, respectively, were correct or incorrect in their prediction and reliance decisions, respectively. At the end of each trial, the aid uses Bayes’
rule to update each of its estimates given the newly obtained information from phase
6. The advantage of using a Beta pdf as a prior in Bayesian inference about a binomial
likelihood (such as that of θ), is that the resulting posterior distribution is again a Beta
pdf [12, 13].
In the next trial, the aid uses the new estimates about the agents’ prediction abilities
for RDMM in phase 4, and the estimates about the agents’ reliance decision making
abilities for Meta-RDMM in phase 5.
4.3

Experimental Results

The original experimental design and results are discussed in [6]. Here, we show to what
extent the elaborations of the aid’s design were able to enhance the system’s overall performance. Table 1 shows these results. Each participant played two experiments of 101

Operator-RDM RDMM Meta-RDMM
exp. 1
0.65
0.70
0.70
exp. 2
0.67
0.70
0.69
both
0.66
0.70
0.69
Table 1. Performance (percentage correct) of operator reliance decision making (OperatorRDM), RDMM, and Meta-RDMM. Per row, the differences between Operator-RDM and
RDMM, and Operator-RDM and Meta-RDMM, are significant.

trials each. For each row, the improvements from operator reliance decision making
(Operator-RDM) to RDMM, and from Operator-RDM to Meta-RDMM are significant.
No significant difference in performance is found between RDMM and Meta-RDMM.
There are no significant differences between experiment 1, 2, and both, for RDMM
and Meta-RDMM. However, the differences between experiment 1, 2, and both, for
Operator-RDM are significant. This means that, in our experiments, there was no measurable effect on performance of (Meta-)RDMM due to operator learning effects.
Our results indicate that the quality of the decision to rely on the prediction of either
the operator or the aid is higher when it is made by RDMM than when it is made by
human participants. When a computer would make reliance decisions based on RDMM
it would outperform most human participants. However, it also became clear that in
some situations humans make better reliance decisions than aids, and in others aids
do. This means that reliance decision making completely done by the aid does not
necessarily result in optimal performance. Meta-RDMM tries to take advantage of this
and is based on the idea that the aid itself decides when to rely on RDMM and when
to rely on the operator for reliance decision making (meta-reliance). Our results show
that Meta-RDMM also outperforms human participants in reliance decision making,
but (surprisingly) significant differences between RDMM and Meta-RDMM were not
found.

5 Conclusion
The goal of augmented cognition is to extend the performance of human-machine systems via development and use of computational technology. In the context of the current
work, performance can be improved when, like in human-human teams, both human
and machine are able to assess and reach agreement on who should be trusted more and
who should be relied on in what situation.
In this paper we showed that human reliance decisions are not perfect and reliance
decision making can be augmented by computational technology. Our machine reliance
decision making model outperforms human reliance decision making.
Now that we have our proof-of-concept in an abstract task, we intend to investigate
how human-machine cooperation can be augmented in more complex and more realistic situations. We intend to focus on how models of trust and reliance can be practically
used to adjust the level of autonomy of adaptive systems. We want to investigate in
what domains this kind of support has an impact on the effectiveness of task performance, and how the magnitude of the impact depends on the task’s and the domain’s

characteristics. How serious are the conditions mentioned in section 3, both in terms of
limiting the scope of application domains, and in terms of determining the effectiveness
of our solutions. An important question is whether the properties of our abstract task
environment are paralleled in real-world settings.
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